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Computer Soundbar MG250 (black)
Are you looking for a reliable computer soundbar that will immerse you in the world of music? The Edifier MG250 is the perfect choice! It
will not only impress you with its excellent sound quality but also its thoughtful design. Discover what Edifier can offer you!
 
Power in a Small Package
The MG250 computer soundbar won't disappoint you when it comes to its power. Its total output power of 2.5W+2.5W delivers incredible
sound  that  fills  your  space  with  clarity  and  dynamics.  Whether  you're  listening  to  your  favorite  music,  watching  movies,  or  having
conversations, the MG250 provides the sound you need.
 
Full Sound Spectrum
The Edifier MG250 soundbar offers a wide frequency range from 80Hz to 19kHz, allowing for playback of both deep bass and high tones
with impressive quality. The sound is clean and full of details, making every melody an intense experience. Get lost in music with Edifier!
 
Intuitive Controls and Lighting Effects
The MG250 is equipped with intuitive buttons that allow easy control of your music playback. You can adjust the volume, pause or play,
and  use  lighting  effects  that  add  a  unique  atmosphere  to  any  room.  This  computer  soundbar  not  only  sounds  great  but  also  looks
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fantastic.
 
Easy Connectivity and Dedicated App
The MG250 computer soundbar offers various connection options,  including audio cable or wireless via Bluetooth technology, allowing
you to connect it to multiple devices. Additionally, by using the Edifier Connect app, you have full control over the device. This soundbar
not only delivers excellent sound but also gives you the freedom to customize it to your preferences.
 
In the Box
MG250 Computer Soundbar
User manual
 
Manufacturer
Edifier
Model
MG250 Black
Total Output Power
2.5W+2.5W
Frequency Response
80Hz-19kHz
Input
5V 1A
Frequency Band
2.402 GHz ~ 2.480 GHz
RF Output Power
≤10 dBm (EIRP)
App
Edifier Connect app
Connection
Audio cable, Bluetooth

Price:

€ 39.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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